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Psychological frameworks conceptualize emotion along 2 dimen-
sions, ‘‘valence’’ and ‘‘arousal.’’ Arousal invokes a single axis of
intensity increasing from neutral to maximally arousing. Valence
can be described variously as a bipolar continuum, as independent
positive and negative dimensions, or as hedonic value (distance
from neutral). In this study, we used functional magnetic resonance
imaging to characterize neural activity correlating with arousal
and with distinct models of valence during presentation of affective
word stimuli. Our results extend observations in the chemosensory
domain suggesting a double dissociation in which subregions of
orbitofrontal cortex process valence, whereas amygdala preferen-
tially processes arousal. In addition, our data support the physio-
logical validity of descriptions of valence along independent axes
or as absolute distance from neutral but fail to support the validity
of descriptions of valence along a bipolar continuum.
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Introduction

Emotional affect has been conceptualized along 2 dimensions:

valence, which describes the extent of pleasure or sadness, and

arousal, which describes the extent of calmness or excitation

(Russell 1980; Lang and others 1993). These dimensions are

commonly treated as independent factors, but real-world ex-

perience suggests that they are often correlated. More nega-

tive stimuli tend to have a higher intensity (few pleasant things

are felt as intensely as truly unpleasant things), and higher

intensity tends to amplify valence (strong blackcurrant juice is

much more pleasant than weak blackcurrant juice). Interac-

tions of this nature often make it difficult to dissociate these

2 dimensions.

One way to determine the extent of interdependence be-

tween intensity and arousal is to examine the neural responses

associated with processing affective stimuli. Two recent neuro-

imaging studies (Anderson and others 2003; Small and others

2003) have attempted to do this by teasing apart the neural

coding of chemosensory valence and intensity in the human

brain. The first (Anderson and others 2003) showed that

amygdala activation varies with the intensity but not the valence

of presented odors, whereas activity in orbitofrontal cortex

varies with the valence but not the intensity. The second

(Small and others 2003) showed a similar dissociation between

amygdala and orbitofrontal cortex during the processing of

gustatory stimuli. These data suggest that distinct brain regions

mediate the analysis of ‘‘quantitative’’ and ‘‘qualitative’’ aspects of

chemosensory perception and also that the affective represen-

tations of intensity and valence may draw upon dissociable

neural substrates. A strong correlation between the intensity

ratings of words and the arousal dimension as proposed by

Lang and others (1993) has been established (Bensafi and

others 2002) using both subjective reports and measurement

of autonomic responses, but the manner in which amygdala

and orbitofrontal cortex respond to the valence and arousal

dimensions of affective words remains unexplored. An aim of

the current study was to determine whether the dissociation

between valence and arousal that has been observed in the

chemosensory domain also holds for these abstract stimuli

(for prior efforts in this area, see Dolcos and others 2004;

Kensinger and Corkin 2004).

Psychological arousal is generally envisaged as increasing

along a single axis from most calm to most exciting. It is more

difficult to establish this type of description for valence because

it encapsulates both positive and negative affect. Traditional

formulations (Wundt 1924; Lang and others 1993; Barrett and

Russell 1998) have proposed an intuitively appealing bipolar

continuum of valence that varies from most happy to most sad

(Fig. 1A) (Russell 1989, 1991); however, psychological studies

showing that self-reported degrees of happiness and sadness

do not correlate (Nowlis 1965) suggest that this description

may be oversimplified. This work has given rise to other models

that propose positive (i.e., appetitive) and negative (i.e., aversive)

valence as independent dimensions that do not share a com-

mon axis (Watson and Tellegen 1988; Cacioppo and Berntson

1994) (Fig. 1B). As with dissociating valence and arousal, one

way to measure the validity of the various models for valence is

by examining their neural substrate. To date, the neuroimaging

literature is contradictory with respect to this issue: it suggests

the involvement of distinct neural processes for positive and

negative emotions while simultaneously demonstrating that

they recruit shared neural circuits (for relevant reviews, see

Baxter and Murray 2002; Phan and others 2004, 2005). Further-

more, recent reports (Winston and others 2003, 2005; Cunning-

ham and others 2004) have proposed a novel framework in

which aspects of emotion are coded on a single axis but in a

hedonic manner (e.g., as difference from neutral), regardless of

whether they are positive or negative, generating a U-shaped

curve (Fig. 1C). This U-shaped model of valence should not

be confused with the arousal dimension: the former depicts

the extent of pleasantness/unpleasantness, whereas the later

describes intensity of a stimulus. Observations that the amygdala

responds to both happy and sad facial expressions (Winston

and others 2003), as well as to both positive and negative odors

(Winston and others 2005), are in keeping with the U-shaped

model for valence. In the current study, we aimed to explicitly

examine the brain activity correlating with each of the 3 models

of valence.
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The current study had 2 objectives. First, we aimed to tease

apart activity associated with processing valence and arousal

and to compare our findings in symbolic word stimuli with those

already described in the chemosensory domain (Anderson

and others 2003; Small and others 2003; Winston and others

2005), with the hypothesis of a double dissociation between

amygdala responses to arousal and orbitofrontal responses to

valence. Second, we aimed to determine whether 1 of the 3

models for valence, namely, bipolar, independent, and U-shaped

models (Fig. 1), better describes neural activity underlying emo-

tional processing, with the hypothesis that one model would

correlate significantly with activity in the emotional system,

whereas the others would not. To achieve these objectives, we

used functional magnetic resonance imaging to quantify re-

gional brain activity while subjects processed a series of emo-

tional words. We then calculated the extent to which the brain

response correlated with alterations in valence as defined by

each model.

Materials and Methods

Subjects
Nineteen right-handed English first language subjects (9 females,

mean age 30) with no history of neurological or psychiatric disease

participated in this experiment. One subject was omitted due to his

failure to respond to more than 50% of stimuli. Subjects were com-

pensated for their time and travel expenses. The project was approved

by the Joint Ethics Committee of the National Hospital and Institute

of Neurology.

Task
We used words from the affective norms for English words (ANEW)

standardized list (Bradley and Lang 1999); valence and arousal attributes

are provided for these words: for valence on a scale of 1, very unpleasant,

to 9, very pleasant, and for arousal on a scale of 0, not arousing, to

9, very arousing. The experimental stimuli consisted of 124 words

with a valence rating >7 (positive) and 124 words with a valence rating
<3 (negative), the words being chosen from all levels of arousal.

Importantly, there were no significant differences in arousal attri-

butes between the positive and negative words (see Fig. 2 for the dis-

tribution of valence/arousal scores), and valence and arousal were

correlated (r = 0.42 and –0.19 in positive and negative words, respec-

tively, with a significance of P < 0.01 in both cases). The words were

presented for 1 s, with a 2-s inter stimulus interval, in a fully randomized

order. Subjects performed a self-referential task, indicating (by button

presses using the right hand) whether each word could be used to

describe themselves (i.e., yes/no).

Functional Imaging
Functional data were acquired using a Siemens Allegra 3T scanner.

Gradient-echo echo-planar T2*-weighted image (EPI) volumes were

composed of 44- 3 2-mm-thick slices (repetition time of 2.86 s), cov-

ering the whole brain. We used a sequence that was optimized for

sensitivity to responses in the orbitofrontal cortex and medial tem-

poral lobe structures (Deichmann and others 2003). Acquisition was

tilted at an oblique angle of 30 degrees to the anterior--posterior com-

missure line, and a preparation pulse (duration of 1 ms, amplitude of

–2 mT/m) was used in the slice selection direction. Data were acquired

in one continuous session consisting of 300 volumes.

Analysis of Functional Imaging Data
Functional data were analyzed using SPM2 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.

uk/spm/). The first 6 volumes of the session were discarded, and the

remaining volumes were realigned and corrected for slice timing differ-

ences. A mean image was produced and volumetrically normalized to the

SPM2 EPI template (in Montreal Neurological Institute space). The

images were then transformed to the standard anatomical volume using

these parameters and smoothed with an 8-mm kernel.

Modeling and Contrasts
To characterize functional responses, the data were examined using

a 2-level random-effects analysis. At the first level, we examined the

responses of individual subjects by modeling the presentation times

of positive and negative words (separately) along with 4 parametric

regressors for each word: the valence rating, the arousal rating, the in-

teraction between valence and arousal, and the subjects’ response.

Valence and arousal ratings were taken from the standardized ANEW

database (Bradley and Lang 1999). The interaction term was created by

multiplying the mean corrected ratings (valence 3 arousal = interaction).

Parameter estimates reflecting the height of the hemodynamic response

function for each of these regressors were calculated at each voxel.

Contrast images were then calculated separately for each parametric

regressor. The resulting images were used in the second-level random-

effects analyses that combined data across subjects.

Figure 1. Three unidimensional models of emotional valence. In the bipolar
distribution (A), activation increases from most negative to most positive. In the
independent model (Wundt 1924; Lang and others 1993; Barrett and Russell 1998)
(B), activation increases in an independent way for positive and negative valences
(Watson and Tellegen 1988; Cacioppo and Berntson 1994). In the U-shaped
distribution (C), valence increases from most neutral to most intense regardless of
whether positive or negative (Winston and others 2003, 2005; Cunningham and others
2004). In the psychological models upon which these constructs are based (e.g.,
Wundt 1924; Watson and Tellegen 1988; Lang and others 1993; Cacioppo and
Berntson 1994; Barrett and Russell 1998), ‘‘activation’’ was intended as an unspecified
psychological response. In the context of brain imaging, however, this can easily be
translated as neural activity or even blood oxygen level--dependent response.

Figure 2. Distribution of our word stimuli in terms of valence and arousal. Normative
valence, as taken from the ANEW (Bradley and Lang 1999) database, is shown on the
x axis, and normative arousal is shown on the y axis.
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A series of contrasts were performed in order to examine the neu-

ral correlates of the 3 models of valence (independent, linear, and

U-shaped). First, to ensure that parametric regressors explained the

majority of valence related activity, we compared all positive words

with all negative words. Second, we checked for activities correlating

with self-referential responses by comparing words designated as

self-descriptive with those designated as nonself-descriptive. Next,

we created a second-level analysis of variance (ANOVA) with 6 factors

(valence, arousal, and their interaction, separately for positive and

negative words) in order to examine the neural correlates of valence

and arousal. This design ensured that variance could only be explained

by one factor, thus allowing a complete separation between responses

associated with valence and arousal, despite the fact that these dim-

ensions were correlated in our stimuli. Using this ANOVA, we examined

parametric activity associated with the independent model by calcu-

lating activities associated with parametrically increasing valence (from

most neutral to most strongly valenced) separately in positive and

negative words. To ensure that results for the bipolar and U-shaped

models were not driven by positive or negative words alone, we used

global conjunctions (Friston and others 2005) across both valences

to examine these models. Thus, activity associated with the U-shaped

model was calculated using a conjunction across increasing valence

in both positive and negative words. Activity associated with the linear

model was calculated using a conjunction across increasing valence

in positive words and decreasing valence (from most negative to most

neutral) in negative words. Our analysis of activities relating to arousal

and to the interaction term (valence 3 arousal) was performed in

the same way: parametric increases were first examined separately in

positive and negative words and then a functional conjunction was

performed across the 2 valences in order to calculate activities shared

across increases.

All second-level analyses relied upon 1-way t-tests using the relevant

contrast images or a global conjunction across 2 contrasts. The statis-

tical images resulting from these analyses were inclusively masked

using a priori regions of interest defined by the Wake Forest University

Pickatlas (http://www.fmri.wfubmc.edu/download.htm). These regions

included an emotion matrix (amygdala, orbitofrontal cortex, subgenual

cingulate, genual cingulate, striatum, brain stem/midbrain/pons, and

insula). Data were thresholded at P = 0.05 using small volume correction

for these regions and in lateral orbitofrontal cortex for a 15-mm-radius

sphere centered on coordinates reported in Small and others 2003. An

auxiliary (uncorrected) threshold of P = 0.001 was used to define the

spatial extent of clusters forming the basis of the corrected inference.

Results

Behavioral Data

Subjects designated an average of 50% of the presented words

as self-descriptive and 50% as nonself-descriptive. In order to

check for correlations between the yes/no responses and the

valence or arousal of words, we calculated the correlation coef-

ficients between valence and yes/no responses and between

arousal and yes/no responses for each individual. We then

used a simple t-test to compare the correlation coefficients with

zero. This revealed a weak but significant correlation (P = 0.02,

mean correlation coefficient = –0.15) between valence and

self-description, indicating that subjects tended to respond

‘‘yes’’ for more positive information. There was no significant

correlation between arousal and yes/no responses (P = 0.22).

Functional Imaging Data

A discrete set of regions are implicated in processing valence

and arousal in response to emotional stimuli: the amygdala

(Baxter and Murray 2002; LeDoux 2003; Phan and others

2004), orbitofrontal cortex (Rolls 2000; O’Doherty, Kringelbach,

and others 2001; O’Doherty, Rolls, and others 2001; O’Doherty

and others 2003; Rolls and others 2003, corresponding to

Brodmann areas 10, 11, 47), subgenual cingulate (corresponding

to Brodmann area 25), genual cingulate (corresponding to

Brodmann area 32), striatum (Phillips and others 2003; Phan

and others 2004, 2005), brain stem/midbrain/pons (O’Doherty

and others 2002), and insula (Critchley, Corfield, and others

2000; Critchley, Elliott, and others 2000; Critchley and others

2002, 2004; corresponding to Brodmann area 13). We limited our

analysis to these areas using region of interest defined using the

Wake Forest University Pickatlas (http://www.fmri.wfubmc.edu/

download.htm). Our findings are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.

Valence

To detect activity associated with differences between posi-

tive and any negative words not modeled by the parametric

regression, we compared the mean activities associated with

these categories (e.g., positive vs. negative). To detect activity

associated with self-referential responding, we compared self-

descriptive with nonself-descriptive words. There were no sig-

nificant responses to either of these contrasts within our

regions of interest.

To characterize responses associated with each of the

3 models of valence, we examined activity correlating with

normative valence ratings of word stimuli using different com-

binations of parametric regressors. The independent model

was tested by examining modulation by valence for positive

and negative words separately, the U-shaped model was tested

using a conjunction across activities correlating with the in-

creasing intensity of valence in positive and negative words,

and the bipolar model was tested using a conjunction across

increasing valence in positive words and decreasing valence

in negative words. This analysis revealed robust activity in the

first 2 cases but no significant response in the case of the bipolar

model.

Table 1
Peaks of activation significantly modulated by valence within our regions of interest (orbitofrontal

cortex, subgenual and anterior cingulate, insula, amygdala, brain stem, pons, and striatum as

defined by the Wake Forest University Pickatlas), reported in standardized Montreal Neurological

Institute coordinates

Cluster size Peak T SVC P Peak Z x, y, z (mm) Anatomical region

Valence (increasing)—positive words
21 3.9 0.03 3.7 42, 42, �10 Lateral orbitofrontal

cortex**
13 3.8 0.04 3.6 30, 20, �8 Anterior insula**

9 3.4 0.05 3.3 32, 46, �14 Lateral orbitofrontal
cortex**

Valence (increasing)—negative words
24 3.7 0.04 3.6 34, 22, �24 Posterior insula**
20 3.6 0.01 3.5 �2, 46, 10 Anterior cingulate**

7 3.5 0.06 3.4 �2, 26, �10 Subgenual cingulate
3 3.3 0.05 3.2 50, 28, �12 Lateral orbitofrontal

cortex**
13 3.6 0.07 3.5 �14, �16, �22 Brain stem
18 3.6 0.03 3.5 0, 26, �10 Subgenual cingulate**

5 3.3 0.06 3.2 12, 38, �12 Subgenual cingulate

Valence (increasing U-shaped model)
67 2.6 0.01 4 36, 20, �18 Lateral orbitofrontal

cortex**
33 2.4 0.03 3.7 �2, 42, 12 Anterior cingulate**
32 2.3 0.05 3.6 0, 26, �4 Subgenual cingulate**
18 2.3 0.09 3.6 �54, 26, �4 Operculum

2 2.1 0.01 3.3 50, 42, �14 Lateral orbitofrontal
cortex**

Note: Only regions showing a strong trend (P # 0.1 SVC) are reported; those significant at

P 5 0.05 are marked with a dual asterisk (**). SVC, small volume correction.
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Regions significantly modulated by increasing valence in

positive words (dark red in Fig. 3A,B) comprised foci in right

lateral orbitofrontal cortex and in anterior insula. Regions sig-

nificantly modulated by increasing valence in negative words

(blue in Fig. 3A,C) included right posterolateral orbitofrontal

cortex, right medial orbitofrontal cortex, and medial subgenual

cingulate (see Table 1 for a complete list of activities).

The U-shaped model (purple in Fig. 3) revealed large regions

of activity in posterior--lateral orbitofrontal cortex (Fig. 3C)

and subgenual cingulate (Fig. 3D). Another region showing

the U-shaped pattern was the anterior cingulate (Fig. 3D)

(see Table 1 for a complete list of activities).

Arousal

To characterize brain regions involved in processing arousal,

we examined activity correlating with the normative arousal

ratings of word stimuli. This was implemented separately in pos-

itive and negative words and also in a conjunction across both

valences.

Increasing arousal in positive words modulated activity in

the ventral striatum (red in Fig. 4A) and subgenual cingulate.

Increasing arousal in negative words modulated activity (blue

in Fig. 4) in the midbrain (Fig. 4A,B), left insula (Fig. 4B), left

dorsal amygdala (Fig. 4C), and putamen (Fig. 4B). The con-

junction of increasing arousal in both positive and negative

words revealed shared activity in the ventral striatum (purple

in Fig. 4A,B), pallidum (Fig. 4B), left lateral anterior insula

(Fig. 4B), and, at a more lenient threshold of P < 0.005, left

dorsal amygdala (see Table 2 for a complete list of activities).

No significant modulation was found in the conjunction of

correlations with decreasing arousal.

Interaction

To detect brain regions where activity was modulated by an

interaction between arousal and valence, we searched for an

evoked response that varied as a function of the interaction

of normative ratings (valence 3 arousal). This was implemented

for positive and negative words and for their conjunction. Sig-

nificant interactions were observed in negative words alone

and involved several foci within the left medial orbitofrontal

cortex and striatum (right head of caudate and left putamen)

(Fig. 3A,B,D). Other significant responses are listed in Table 2.

Discussion

A primary goal of this study was to characterize the functional

neuroanatomy supporting the processing of valence and arousal

in abstract word stimuli. Our findings extend work in the

chemosensory domain showing a double dissociation between

these dimensions by demonstrating that subregions of orbito-

frontal and subgenual cortex respond to normative word va-

lence, whereas responses in insula, basal ganglia, and amygdala

vary with normative word arousal. The second aim of this

study was to dissociate activity underpinning the 3 models of

valence: bipolar model, independence of positive and negative

affect, and U-shaped model (Fig. 1). Our results show distinct

orbitofrontal responses in association with positive and nega-

tive items (independent models, Fig. 1B), as well as regions of

shared activity (U-shaped model, Fig. 1C). By contrast, because

no activity was uniquely attributable to the bipolar model (Fig.

1A), our findings do not support this construct as a descriptor

of neural responses underlying the processing of word valence.

On the Comparison of Abstract Words and
Chemosensory Stimuli

In chemosensory stimuli like taste and smell, the distinction

between valence and intensity is indisputable. In abstract

representational stimuli like words, however, the situation is

less clear. Although subjects can produce distinct ratings for the

valence and arousal of words, the behavioral differentiation of

these attributes is often subtle. Our data demonstrate a fun-

ctional dissociation between those brain regions modulated

by the valence and those modulated by the arousal of abstract

words, indicating that these 2 dimensions are processed in a

distinct manner. In line with the chemosensory literature

(Anderson and others 2003; Small and others 2003) and a recent

study of affective pictures (Anders and others 2004), our find-

ings show a double dissociation between orbitofrontal cortex

and amygdala in coding for valence and arousal, respectively.

This suggests that the valenced or arousing properties of abstract

words or pictures draw upon neural processes similar to those

evoked by valence and intensity in taste and smell (but see

also Cunningham and others 2004; Dolcos and others 2004;

Kensinger and Corkin 2004).

It is important to note that our data are not entirely in

keeping with the dissociation observed in other modalities. We

Figure 3. Valence: Areas of activity significantly modulated by changing valence are rendered onto the SPM canonical brain at P < 0.001. Activity associated with increasingly
positive valence is shown in red, activity associated with increasingly negative valence in blue, activity associated with the conjunction of these 2 (U-shaped model) in purple,
and activity associated with the interaction of increasingly negative valence and arousal in cyan. Parameter estimates are shown for lateral orbitofrontal cortex (C), anterior cingulate
(D top), and subgenual cingulate (D bottom). Note that responses in these regions followed the U-shaped model, that is, activity was modulated by increasingly intense valence in
both positive and negative words. Parameter estimates represent (from left to right) valence, arousal, and the interaction of valence and arousal in negative (left) and positive
(right) words.
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found significant modulation of the amygdala in response to

increasing arousal in both positive and negative words, but

with a preferential response in negative words. Furthermore,

the dorsal location of the amygdala activations we observed

differs notably from the more medial amygdala activity evoked

by intensity in the chemosensory domain (Anderson and

others 2003; Small and others 2003) and in the processing of

attitudes (Cunningham and others 2004). Additionally, although

orbitofrontal modulation correlated with increases in valence,

a small region also correlated with changes in arousal. These

discrepancies may reflect subtle differences in the processing

of chemosensory stimuli and abstract words.

On the 3 Models of Valence

The suggestion of functional subdivision in the orbitofrontal

cortex, with different regions specialized to process different

components of positive or negative valence, is not new. The

chemosensory literature (e.g., Zald and Pardo 2000; Anderson

and others 2003; Small and others 2003) has repeatedly demon-

strated left lateralization of orbitofrontal responses to nega-

tive stimuli and right lateralization of orbitofrontal responses

to positive stimuli. Other work (O’Doherty, Kringelbach, and

others 2001; Gottfried and others 2002; O’Doherty and others

2003; Small and others 2003) has shown differential responses

in medial and lateral orbitofrontal cortex for positive versus

negative or rewarding versus punishing stimuli. Our data show

neither right/left nor medial/lateral patterns, a discrepancy that

may be due to either the limited scope of these proposed frame-

works or the abstract representative nature of our word stimuli.

Our demonstration that different regions of orbitofrontal

cortex are modulated by increasing positivity and increasing

negativity suggests that these 2 dimensions are best captured

when examined separately, thus arguing for the independence

of positive and negative valence. The concomitant observation

of activity modulated by increasing the value of both valences

shows that parts of the orbitofrontal cortex also code for the

absolute value of valence, thus demonstrating a physiological

basis for the U-shaped scheme. This latter result is in line with

the observation of activity in left posterior--lateral orbitofrontal

cortex in association with both positively and negatively

valenced taste (Small and others 2003) and, to a lesser extent,

with a study showing modulation of ventromedial prefrontal

cortex and amygdala by the amount of expression in a morphed

face (Winston and others 2003). We found no significant re-

sponse in association with the bipolar model and were there-

fore unable to support the validity of this formulation as a

descriptor of physiological responses to valence.

Figure 4. Arousal: Areas of activity significantly modulated by arousal are rendered onto the SPM canonical brain at P < 0.001. The head of putamen, which is significantly
modulated by increasing arousal in positive words, is shown in red (A), regions modulated by increasing arousal in negative words, including brain stem (A), pallidum (B), and
amygdala(C), are shown in blue. Regions of activity shared between increasing arousal in positive and negative words (independent of valence), including ventral striatum (A, B),
anterior insula (B), pallidum (B), and amygdala (C), are shown in purple. Insets in (C) show amygdala responses to both negative words (C1, 2, blue) and U-shaped model (C2,3,
purple). Regions modulated by the interaction of increasingly negative valence and arousal are shown in cyan (C). Parameter estimates are shown for the activities shown in purple
(correlating with increasing arousal in both positive and negative words) in ventral striatum (A), anterior insula (upper B), and pallidum (lower B), and amygdala (C). Parameter
estimates represent (from left to right) valence, arousal, and the interaction of valence and arousal in negative (left) and positive (right) words. Activity in the amygdala is shown in
(C), with insets showing the same at a visualization threshold of P < 0.005, sagittal view (C1,3) and coronal view (C2).

Table 2
Peaks of activation significantly modulated by arousal and by the interaction of valence and

arousal within our regions of interest (orbitofrontal cortex, subgenual and anterior cingulate,

insula, amygdala, brain stem, pons, and striatum as defined by the Wake Forest University

Pickatlas), reported in standardized Montreal Neurological Institute coordinates

Cluster size Peak T SVC P Peak Z x, y, z (mm) Anatomical region

Arousal—negative words
37 3.9 0.03 3.7 12, �14, �8 Midbrain**
11 3.7 0.05 3.6 �32, 6, 10 Middle insula**

4 3.5 0.07 3.4 �32, �14, 14 Posterior insula
7 3.5 0.07 3.4 40, 38, �12 Lateral orbitofrontal

cortex
3 3.4 0.02 3.3 �24, �2, �12 Amygdala**
1 3.2 0.03 3.1 16, 10, �2 Putamen**

Arousal—positive words
37 3.9 0.01 3.7 8, 18, �6 Head of caudate**
11 3.7 0.05 3.6 4, 22, �8 Subgenual cingulate**

Arousal—both positive and negative words
106 2.7 0.01 4.2 12, 12, �6 Ventral striatum**
21 2.4 0.05 3.7 �28, 16, �8 Anterior insula**

2 2.1 0.07 3.3 14, �10, �2 Pallidum
4 1.6 0.10 2.7 �20, �8, �14 Amygdala

Interaction—negative words
14 4.7 0.00 4.4 18, �20, 22 Tail caudate**
32 4 0.01 3.8 0, 50, �14 Medial orbitofrontal

cortex**
2 3.6 0.06 3.5 �38, �20, 2 Posterior insula

11 3.6 0.03 3.5 �8, 34, �14 Medial orbitofrontal
cortex**

2 3.4 0.09 3.3 �32, �8, 18 Middle insula
2 3.3 0.07 3.2 18, 22, 10 Head of caudate
1 3.3 0.03 3.2 �18, 0, 4 Putamen**
3 3.2 0.07 3.1 �4, 58, �6 Medial orbitofrontal

cortex

Note: Only regions showing a strong trend (P # 0.1 SVC) are reported; those significant at

P 5 0.05 are marked with a dual asterisk (**). SVC, small volume correction.
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Several authors (Winston and others 2003; Cunningham

and others 2004) have recently argued that a U-shaped model

for valence would allow coding for a generalized form of

‘‘salience,’’ thus aiding in the direction of attention toward

behaviorally important goals. In addition to this type of coding,

it is clearly important to be able to distinguish between positive

and negative stimuli and also to gauge degrees of valence in

each category relative to the other (think of a situation in

which minor negative stimuli must be overcome in order to

achieve a very rewarding goal). Our observation of orbitofrontal

activities in association with independent and U-shaped, but

not bipolar, models suggests that, at least for symbolic word

stimuli, orbitofrontal cortex may not provide this type of rela-

tive representation. It is likely that other regions (potentially

higher cognitive areas) are recruited for judgment of emotional

relativity, although this may only be true for abstract stimuli

such as valenced words.

On the Interaction of Valence and Arousal

We found that large regions of activity were modulated by

the interaction of normative valence and arousal in negative

words. This indicates a parametrically varying valence-specific

interdependence of these 2 dimensions in the observed regions

(tail of caudate, medial orbitofrontal cortex, and other areas).

We did not observe a parametrically modulated interaction

for positive words but did find that subgenual cingulate and

head of caudate responded to increasing arousal in positive

but not negative words, whereas other regions (including insula

and amygdala) responded to increasing arousal in negative but

not positive words. These emotion-specific responses to arousal

are reminiscent of a recent study (Winston and others 2005)

demonstrating that the amygdala only responds to the inten-

sity of odors when the odor stimuli are also strongly valenced.

This type of positive/negative -specific interaction shows that

emotional context can influence the way in which we respond

to arousing information, suggesting a top down modulation

of some aspects of arousal that is akin to the 2-factor model

of emotional feeling (Schachter and Singer 1962) in which

cognitive appraisal of context informs an interpretation of

bodily arousal. The observation that amygdala responses to

arousing stimuli occur only in an emotional context also calls

into question the proposal that amygdala responds to arousal

but not valence, suggesting instead that this structure may

be coding for more general value and the interaction between

valence and arousal (for a more complete argument, see

Winston and others 2005). Because we did not examine neutral

stimuli in the current study, our data cannot inform this debate.

Our data demonstrate that some regions respond indepen-

dently to both valence and arousal. The subgenual cingulate,

for instance, responds both to valence (negative words and U-

shaped model) and to arousal in negative words. This overlap

joins the interactions above in suggesting that valence and

arousal are not fully dissociated in these structures.

On Self-Referential Responding

Self-referential processing has been associated with activity

in the medial prefrontal cortex (Gusnard and others 2001;

Fossati and others 2003; Northoff and Bermpohl 2004). Because

our subjects indicated whether each word could or could not

be used as a self-descriptor, we checked our data for potentially

confounding activity related to this type of introspection. We

found no significant difference between activities associated

with words designated as self-descriptive and those designated

as nonself-descriptive. The absence of such differences may

be due to the similarity of evaluative processing for both stim-

ulus types because introspective processing of a similar type

has been shown to activate medial prefrontal cortex regardless

of its outcome (Fossati and others 2003). It could also be due

to the abstract nature of our word stimuli. We did find a self-

referential effect in our behavioral data, with the probability

that words were classified as self-descriptive correlating sig-

nificantly with their positiveness. This result is in line with prior

work showing that nondepressed subjects exhibit a positive

bias on self-referential tasks (Tagami 2002), as well as studies

noting that depressed subjects tend to exhibit a negative bias

(e.g., Tagami 2002; Dalgleish and others 2004).

In conclusion, we sought to determine whether motivational

attributes of symbolic stimuli (words) are represented within

the neural systems that have evolved for processing more

ecological stimuli such as taste and smell. Our results show

that normative arousal ratings of affective words correlate with

activity in the ventral striatum, anterior insula, and amygdala,

regions commonly modulated by increasing intensity in pri-

mary chemosensory stimuli. This result demonstrates that

abstract stimuli can recruit the same structures as primary sen-

sory stimuli and thus implies that top down cognitive process-

ing can draw upon primitive systems that commonly respond

to more direct stimulation. As a secondary goal of this study,

we aimed to examine 3 different ways of modeling valence as

descriptors of physiological responses. Surprisingly, our results

support the independent model in which positive and negative

information are treated separately and the newly proposed

U-shaped model in which valence is calculated as distance from

neutral irrespective of whether it is positive or negative but

not the traditional bipolar model in which valence increases

from most negative to most positive.
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